The Band.

If a rock band expresses interest in politics, then the result is usually a
highly explosive mixture of discomfort, anger, creativity and the determination to be noticed. This is the
exact case with promising Austrian band Räumungsalarm. At times their music borders on the
commercial, but it is pleasing without trying to be ingratiating. Their music pays tribute to great idols
like Rammstein or Die Toten Hosen, without losing its independence and identity. At first sight,
Räumungsalarm's topics catch your interest, thereafter you are ruthlessly drawn under their spell.
There is hardly any location where Räumungsalarm has not yet played, its reputation as a merciless live
band has brought them support gigs for top-acts at like Jesus Messerschmidt, Schönheitsfehler or
Terrorgruppe home and abroad. Over the years the band has won the hearts of numerous fans and
established itself as quite simply the leading metal-punk band.

The Past.

After a few changes (musicians and musical style), in 1997 a core of five
emerged: Founder, singer and text writer LÄRMI CHAOS is the soul of the band. He himself was politically
active for years and contributes the typical contents for the songs of Räumungsalarm. Bass guitarist
TOMMY YOUNG had among other things the chance to contribute to the success of the local Rock'n'Roll
legend Ballroom Blitz, with whom he went to England on three successful tours. Guitar player JAKOB
JACK DANIELS was a member of various other bands before he joined forces with Räumungsalarm. In
1992 he also opened the Jack Daniel's Recording Studio in Vienna, which became one of the country's
leading production locations for rock music within a few years. The band was completed with the arrival
of drummer THE WONDERFUL SIR MARTIN and keyboard player MIRI, who take care of the necessary
power and accuracy not only in musical terms.

The Album.

"Hart aber Herzlich" ("tough but friendly") (Wild One Rec./Demonware Rec./NSM) is not only their newest work - it is a
statement, a more than clear opinion reflecting on the political concerns in the country, at a time when most people feel more comfortable by simply ignoring
everything. Direct, groovy and modern "Hart aber Herzlich" is a first class production (produced at the well-known Jack Daniel's Studios in Vienna) that
comes with an artwork characteristically showing the uncompromising course of the band. "Musik gegen rechts" ("Music against the Right") is the undisputed
formula of this extraordinary band. From now on it will echo all over the country - roar along or hide away.

Is Austria moving towards right

We fight back...

Hart aber Herzlich

?

Label.

WildOne Records - Jakob Grabmayr
Bachgasse 9/2, A-1160 Vienna, Phone: +43 (1) 489 45 41
Fax: +43 (1) 489 45 41, E-Mail: office@wildonemusic.com,
Homepage: http://www.wildonemusic.com

Band.

Homepage: http://www.raeumungsalarm.com
E-Mail: office@raeumungsalarm.com

Marketing.

Demonware Records - Hannes Dorn
Weintraubengasse 7/4, A-1020 Vienna, Phone: +43 (1) 216 57 89
Fax: +43 (1) 216 57 89-7, E-Mail: office@demonware.com
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